REPAIR STAND

YC-100-1A-MG
Magnetic Tool Tray

YC-100BH
Bicycle Repair Stand
Aluminum
360° rotated head
Height adjusted quickly
PAT. 264198
YC-100-1A Tool Tray
YC-100-1B Bag

YC-115
Bicycle Repair Stand
Workbench Mount
360° Rotated Head

YC-116
Bicycle Repair Stand
Wall Mount
360° Rotated Head

YC-116AB
Bicycle repair stand
360 Rotated head
With bench and wall mount functions

YC-900BH
Bicycle Repair Stand, floor type.
NOT including steel base

YC-300BH
Bicycle Repair Stand
Tripod extension
YC-200BH
Professional Bicycle Repair Stand, tripod extension
Aluminum Height adjustable. For the bikes without clamping the frame and seat post. It is 360° horizontal rotation and holds the bikes securely by the adjustable clamp. With strap for secure the Bottom Bracket. Foldable design for storage. Fit use with tool tray. (YC-100-1A)
For both QR forks and Thru-Axle forks.

YC-100-1A-MG
Magnetic Tool Tray

YC-91
Front wheel display stand
Keep the front wheel in position and need to work with the rear display stand.

YC-92
Bicycle Storage Mount
Material: steel
Size: 45mm
Mount it in the car trunk for travel or storage NOT including mounting screws.

YC-92-12
Bicycle Storage Mount
Material: steel
Size: 12mm
190mm Tallen it on YC-92 which is mounted in the car trunk for travel or storage use For Thru-axle size 12mm use.

YC-92-15
Bicycle Storage Mount
Material: steel
Size: 15mm
190mm Tallen it on YC-92 which is mounted in the car trunk for travel or storage use For Thru-axle size 15mm use.

YC-92-20
Bicycle Storage Mount
Material: steel
Size: 20mm
190mm Tallen it on YC-92 which is mounted in the car trunk for travel or storage use. For Thru-axle size 20mm use.

YC-96
Bicycle Level Storage Stand
It designed for bike storage from 20mm wide tire on 650C & 700C road wheels to 2.5" wide MTB/BMX tires in size 26" to 29" wheels.
**YC-96FB**  
Universal Bicycle Lever Storage Stand  
For most of bicycles use from 26”-29”, maximum tire wide 5”. It’s foldable.

**YC-117**  
Bicycle Tune-up Stand  
Updated height to fit different size from 20” to 29” wheels

**YC-117N**  
Bicycle Tune-up Stand  
Updated height to fit different size from 20” to 29” wheels

**YC-97**  
Display Stand  
With two pulleys design, new bike stand can display bikes from 20”-29” by sliding wheel in position easily.

**YC-109**  
Bicycle Stand  
For 26” wheel and road bikes

**YC-109H**  
Bicycle Stand  
For 29” wheel and road bikes

**YC-109A**  
Bicycle Stand  
Adjustable height to fit different size from 26” to 29” wheels and road bikes

**YC-109AF**  
Foldable Bicycle Stand  
Adjustable height for different size of bicycles from 20”-29”, foldable design for space and transportation

**YC-97FB**  
Universal Display Stand  
For most of bicycles use from 20”-29”, maximum tire wide 5” It can adjust the pulley height for different sizes of tires.

**YC-103**  
Display Stand  
Adjustable height and angle to fit different bicycle frame
**DISPLAY STAND**

- **YC-118W**
  - Display Stand
  - Aluminum
  - Height adjusted quickly
  - Foldable design

- **YC-98**
  - Dual-Touch Bicycle Stand
  - Aluminum
  - Height adjusted quickly
  - Foldable design
  - It can hold up to 4 bikes (2 cradle hooks included)

- **YC-99-330**
  - Floor To Ceiling Bicycle Stand
  - (330cm) Aluminum
  - Height adjusted quickly
  - It can hold up to 4 bikes (2 cradle hooks included)
  - YC-99-400 (400cm)

**WALL HANGER**

- **YC-30H**
  - Bike Wall Hanger

- **YC-295**
  - Bike Wall Hanger

- **YC-30F**
  - Bike Wall Hanger
  - Foldable
  - It can adjust angle

- **YC-30A**
  - Bike Wall Hanger
  - Foldable
  - It can’t adjust angle

- **YC-28H**
  - Bike Wall Hanger

- **YC-27S**
  - Bicycle Storage Hanger
  - Mount it on the wall or ceiling for storage and display
  - 2pcs/set

- **YC-26H**
  - Bicycle Storage Hanger
  - New designed wall mount display hanger for different type of bikes and heavy duty bikes

- **YC-23SA**
  - Storage Hanger, 10mm

- **YC-20SA**
  - Storage Hanger, 6mm

- **YC-22S**
  - Storage Hanger, 6mm

- **YC-101**
  - Bicycle Storage Hanger
**CRANK TOOL**

**YC-216C**
Crank Puller
It is designed for removing crank from Shimano spindle, over-sized B.B. and BB3 drive. With interchangeable adapter fits both square and splined axles. Use with 15mm wrench.

**YC-216A**
Crank Puller
It is designed for removing crank from Shimano spindle, over-sized B.B. and BB3 drive. With interchangeable adapter fits both square and splined axles. Use with 15mm wrench.

**YC-216A-15**
Cotterless Crank Extractor
For square axle.

**YC-216**
Cotterless Crank Extractor
For square axle. Use with 15mm wrench.

**YC-216B**
Cotterless Crank Extractor
For square axle. Use with 15mm wrench.

**YC-215A**
Crack Wrench
With 8mm Allen key, it removes crank arms from Shimano spindle, over-sized B.B. and BB3 drive. With interchangeable adapter fits both square and splined axles.

**YC-218**
Crank Bolt Wrench
14MM socket and 8MM Hex wrench.

**FREEWHEEL TOOL**

**YC-813C**
10mm Allen Key Wrench
Extra long. For Campagnolo B.B 10mm bolt.

**YC-812C**
Cotterless Crank Extractor
For square axle. Use with 15mm wrench.

**YC-126C**
BB cassette tool for Campagnolo
Use with 24mm wrench or 1/2” driver.

**YC-126**
Chain Ring Nut Wrench
Crank Wrench

**YC-126-5A**
Freewheel Repair Set
It’s a 2 in 1 freewheel tool set for installation and removal, for 7-11 speeds cassette freewheel.

**YC-501A**
Freewheel Turner
Length: 305mm

**YC-501AL**
Freewheel Turner
With extra long round handle for better operation. It can use for 7+11 speeds chain. Length: 354mm Black color

**YC-126-2A**
Freewheel Remover
For Shimano HG cassette
With guide axle. Pat 164930

**YC-506**
Freewheel Remover
For Shimano HG cassette lock ring
With extra long round handle for better torque. Length: 354mm Black color

**YC-506-10S**
Lock Ring Tool
For 7-11 speeds cassette freewheel

**YC-521**
Chain Holder
It can replace freewheel for bike repair or chain clean. Work with all derailleur and chain. Insert into the rear dropouts and tighten the quick release.

**YC-506-BMX**
Lock Ring Tool
For BMX 1/8” freewheel

**YC-291P**
Crank Nut Adjustment Tool

**YC-291**
Crank Arm Installation Tool
For Shimano XTR crank
**FREEWHEEL TOOL**

**YC-515**
Freewheel turner and pedal wrench
2 sides of 15mm pedal wrench combines with freewheel turner
For 7-11 speeds cassette freewheel

**YC-126**
Freewheel Remover
For Shimano cassette locking Use with 24mm wrench or 1/2" driver.

**YC-126-1A**
Lock Ring Remover (guide axle)
For Shimano HG cassette lock ring Use with 24mm wrench or 1/2" driver.

**YC-500A-BMX**
Single Speed Freewheel Tool
8/9/10/11/12/13/14/15mm, bottle opener, locking wrench

**YC-502A**
Freewheel Turn
For lock ring/15/16mm spanner. Length: 230mm

**YC-121A**
Freewheel Remover For use of Shimano freewheel, hardened, black finish.

**YC-122A**
Freewheel Remover Lengthened size

**YC-401H**
Freewheel Remover For 4-notch freewheels Lengthened size.

**YC-201L, YC-402, YC-12OB**
Freewheel remover:
YC-201L: For two notch freewheels
YC-402: For 4-notch BMX / single speed freewheels

**YC-157**
Lock Ring Tool
The pivot section provides a secure fit for all kinds of lock ring.

**YC-155**
Bottom Bracket Cup Tool

**YC-1595-BK**
Lock Ring Tool 15/16mm spanner

---

**SPOKE WRENCH**

**YC-18W**
Valve Wrench
For install and remove Schrader and Presta valve cores, also Presta valve extenders.

**YC-189**
Nipple Tool Kit
YC-189 is a perfect tool kit for tighten nipples accurately. It has a great nipple box to place 36 nipples and other small parts.

**YC-18L**
Extended Nipple Tool Kit
Longer design for building the deep set rims and same for the regular rims. Length: 120mm. It has great nipple box to place 36 nipples and other small parts

**YC-188**
Bladed Spoke Holder
It is designed for holding bladed spoke securely when building wheel

**YC-1A**
Spoke Wrench
For 0.127" (3.2mm) nipple, black
For 0.130" (3.3mm) nipple, green
For 0.136" (3.5mm) nipple, red

**YC-1B-1**
Spoke Wrench
Diamond shape, increase thickness to improve strength from deforming the nipple
YC-1B-1 For 0.127" (3.2mm) nipple, black
YC-1B-2 For 0.130" (3.3mm) nipple, green
YC-1B-3 For 0.136" (3.5mm) nipple, red

---

**CRANK TOOL**

**BIKE HAND**
www.bikehand.com
**SPOKE WRENCH**

- **YC-1S** (SHIMANO) for 3.2/3.5mm nipple
- **YC-1M** (MAVIC) for 4.3mm nipple
- **YC-1H** Spoke Wrench for 3.2/3.5mm
- **YC-1HS** Spoke Wrench for 4.0/4.3mm
- **YC-1HM** Spoke Wrench for Mavic 7mm and 8mm
- **YC-8F** Spoke Wrench 3.2/3.5mm unique diamond shape design. It provides extra strength and helps prevent slipping and deformation of aluminum nipples. 3.3/4.0mm spoke wrench
- **YC-1JPH** Spoke Wrench for carbon rim, 3.2mm nipple
- **YC-6G** Spoke Wrench 10G-15G
- **YC-8A** Spoke Wrench 9G-15G
- **YC-8B** Spoke Wrench 9G-15G
- **YC-6A** Spoke Wrench 14G/15G

**TOOL KIT**

- **YC-772** Tool Kit includes 10 items:
  - 8/9/10mm socket wrench (YC-357)
  - 11/13/14mm socket wrench (YC-358)
  - Adjustable wrench (YC-610)
  - Flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-611)
  - Tire lever (YC-612)
  - Spoke wrench (YC-8A)
  - Lock ring tool with 15/16mm spanner (YC-159-S)
  - 4mm hex key wrench
  - 5mm hex key wrench
  - 6mm hex key wrench

- **YC-618** Tool Kit includes 6 items:
  - Spoke wrench (YC-8A)
  - Chain rivet extractor (YC-327)
  - Folding tool 7 functions 2/3/4/5/6mm hex key wrench, flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-267)
  - Rec tire lever (YC-311-RD)
  - 8mm/10mm spanner (YC-151-410)
  - Patch kit (YC-123)

- **YC-638** Essential Bike Tool Kit including 8 items:
  - Chain tool (YC-327)
  - Folding tool (YC-268)
  - Spoke wrench (YC-1A)
  - Freewheel chain whip (YC-502A)
  - Cassette lock ring tool (YC-126-1A)
  - 15mm pedal wrench
  - 8mm hex key wrench/adaptor (YC-812LE)

- **YC-739** Tool Kit including 8 items:
  - Freewheel remover (YC-502A)
  - Hex key wrench set 2/2.5/3/4/5/6mm (YC-613)
  - Lock ring remover (YC-126-1A-BK)
  - Freewheel remover (YC-122A)
  - Crank puller (YC-215CB)
  - Cartridge B.B. tool (YC-25BB-1A-BK)
  - Chain rivet extractor (YC-329)
  - Spoke wrench (YC-4A)

- **YC-809** Rescue Bag including 6 items:
  - Chain rivet extractor (YC-335)
  - Tire lever set (YC-308)
  - Folding tool 2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8mm/flat (Phillips screwdriver YC-262)
  - Torx folding tool T9/T10/T15/T20/T25/T27/T30/T40 (YC-412)
  - Patch kit
  - 15mm stainless pedal wrench, bottle wrench, steel core tire lever 3.2/3.5mm spoke wrench (YC-426)
**TOOL KIT**

**YC-737**
BIKE HAND Tool Kit
Including 13 items:
- Cartridge 3.8 tool (YC-26BB-1A)
- Cotterless crank extractor (YC-216)
- Red tire lever (YC-31A-XD)
- Chain rivet extractor (YC-327)
- Lock ring remover (YC-126-1A)
- Freewheel remover (YC-502A)
- 8mm hex key wrench/square adaptor (YC-812LE)
- Hub cone spanner 13/14/15/16mm set of 2 pieces (YC-152)
- Flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-611)
- 8mm/10mm spanner (YC-161A-10mm)
- Folding tool -2/3/4/5/6mm hex key wrench, flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-267)
- Spoke wrench 9G-15G (YC-6A)
- Patch kit (YC-123)

**YC-725**
Tool kit
Including 10 items:
- Crank puller (YC-215CB)
- Chain tool (YC-325-P2)
- Bottom Bracket wrench (YC-27BB)
- 15mm spanner (YC-162)
- Freewheel remover (YC-501A)
- Dust cap wrench (YC-27)
- Cartridge 3.9 tool (YC-26BB-1A)
- Lock ring remover (YC-126-1A)
- 8mm hex key wrench/square adaptor (YC-812LE)
- Chain hook (YC-207)

**YC-720**
BIKE HAND Home Mechanic Tool Kit,
Including 10 items:
- Chain rivet extractor (YC-325-P2)
- Folding tool, 2/2.5/3/4/5/6mm flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-262)
- Patch kit (YC-123)
- Flat screwdriver 3mm (YC-612)
- Flat 5mm/Phillips screwdriver (YC-611)
- 8mm hex key wrench/square adaptor (YC-812LE-BK)
- Freewheel & pedal wrench (YC-515)
- Freewheel wrench (YC-126-1A)
- Chain Scrubber (YC-795)
- Hub spanner 13/14mm (YC-257A)
- Hub spanner 15/16mm (YC-257B)
- Hub spanner 17/18mm (YC-257C)
- Tire lever set (YC-408)
- Spoke wrench (YC-1A)
- Chain hook (YC-207)

**YC-721**
BIKE HAND Professional Tool Kit, for Shimano use,
Including 20 items:
- T20 (YC-T20)
- T25 (YC-T25)
- T30 (YC-T30)
- Spoke wrench (YC-4F)
- Dust cap wrench (YC-27)
- Chain ring nut wrench (YC-271-BK)
- Flat screwdriver 3mm (YC-612)
- Flat 5mm/Phillips screwdriver (YC-611)
- 8mm hex key wrench/square adaptor (YC-812LE-BK)
- Freewheel & pedal wrench (YC-515)
- Freewheel wrench (YC-126-1A)
- Cartridge bottom bracket tool (YC-26BB-1A)
- Multipurpose master link tool (YC-935CO)
- Chain rivet extractor (YC-325)
- Hub spanner 13/14/15/16/17/18mm (YC-257ABC)
- Crank puller (YC-215CB)
- Chain hook (YC-207)
TOOL KIT

YC-735A
Advanced Tool Kit: Including 19 items:
- Flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-611)
- Tire lever (YC-613)
- Chain rive extractor (YC-832)
- Adjustable wrench (YC-610)
- Hex key wrench 2/2.5/3/4/5/6mm (YC-613)
- 8mm/10mm spanner (YC-151-8-10)
- Lock ring tool (YC-127-1)
- 8mm hex key wrench/square adapter (YC-812LE)
- Pedal remover (YC-156A)
- Freewheel turner (YC-501A)
- B.B. cup tool (YC-155)
- Flat screwdriver (YC-612)
- Headset wrench 3/8/7/8/10/10mm (YC-155)
- Hub cone spanner 13/14/15/16mm set of 2 pieces (YC-152)
- Cartridge B.B. tool (YC-26BB-1A)
- Pitch kit (YC-128)
- Crank puller (YC-215CB)
- Spoke wrench 9G-15G (YC-8A)

YC-735ABB
Advanced Tool Kit: Including 19 items:
- Flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-611)
- Tire lever (YC-613)
- Chain rive extractor (YC-832)
- Adjustable wrench (YC-610)
- Hex key wrench 2/2.5/3/4/5/6mm (YC-613)
- 8mm/10mm spanner (YC-151-8-10)
- Lock ring tool (YC-127-1)
- 8mm hex key wrench/square adapter (YC-812LE)
- Pedal remover (YC-156A)
- Freewheel turner (YC-501A)
- B.B. cup tool (YC-155)
- Flat screwdriver (YC-612)
- Bottom Bracket wrench (YC-278)
- Locking remover (YC-127-1A)
- Hub cone spanner 13/14/15/16mm set of 2 pieces (YC-152)
- Cartridge B.B. tool (YC-26BB-1A)
- Pitch kit (YC-128)
- Crank puller (YC-215CB)
- Spoke wrench 9G-15G (YC-8A)

For Shimano use
YC-728
Bike Hand Professional Tool Kit for Shimano use, including 18 items:
- Chain rivet extractor (YC-825P2)
- Flat 5mm/Phillips screwdrivers (YC-611)
- Dust cap wrench (YC-27)
- Chain ring nut wrench (YC-273)
- Tire lever (YC-128)
- Spoke wrench 2.5/3/4.5/6mm (YC-153)
- Spoke wrench 2.5mm/3/4.5/6mm (YC-148)
- Chain hook (YC-273)
- Spoke wrench 2.5/3/4.5/6mm set of 2 pieces (YC-153)
- Lock ring remover (YC-128-1A)
- Crank puller (YC-216C)
- Spoke wrench 0.127” 0.130” 0.136” (YC-1A)
- Spoke wrench 3mm (YC-612)
- Spoke wrench 3mm (YC-612)
- Chain rivet extractor (YC-825C2)
- Flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-812LE)
- Hex key wrench 2.5/3/4/5/6mm (YC-613)
- Freewheel remover (YC-26BB-1A)
- Pitch kit (YC-128)
- Crank puller (YC-215CB)

For Shimano use
YC-793A
Bike Hand Professional Mechanic Tool Kit, including 23 items:
- Updated and best collection
- Chain ring nut wrench (YC-273-1R)
- Chain scraper (YC-796)
- Master link tool (YC-612CO)
- Cable cutter (YC-796-1R)
- Tire lever set (YC-100)
- Spoke wrench 2.5/3/4.5/6mm (YC-148)
- Chain hook (YC-273)
- Spoke wrench 2.5/3/4.5/6mm (YC-148)
- Freewheel turner/Pedal wrench (YC-153)
- Bottom bracket wrench, for hollowtech B66, B9000, B9660 (YC-812LE)
- T10/T15/T20/T25/T27/T30/T40/T45/T50 wrench (YC-638-9C)
- Spoke wrench 2.5mm/3/4.5/6mm (YC-148)
- Spoke wrench 2.5/3/4.5/6mm set of 2 pieces (YC-148)
- Cartridge B.B. tool (YC-26BB-1A)
- Crank puller (YC-128)
- Dust cap wrench (YC-27)
- Freewheel remover (YC-26BB-1A)
- Cartridge B.B. tool (YC-26BB-1A)
- Chain rivet extractor (YC-825C2)
- Flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-812LE)
- Hex key wrench 2.5/3/4.5/6mm (YC-613)
- Freewheel wrench set (YC-612T25)
- Freewheel wrench set (YC-612T25)
- Pressure B.B. removal tool (YC-25BB-90R8)
- Pressure B.B. installation tool (YC-25BB-90R8)
- Pressure B.B. installation tool (YC-25BB-90R8)
- Pressure B.B. installation tool (YC-25BB-90R8)
- Pressure B.B. removal tool (YC-25BB-90R8)
- Pressure B.B. installation tool (YC-25BB-90R8)
- Pressure B.B. installation tool (YC-25BB-90R8)
- Pressure B.B. installation tool (YC-25BB-90R8)
- Pressure B.B. installation tool (YC-25BB-90R8)

YC-799A
YC-799A with Preset B.B. installation tool (YC-25BB-90R8)
- and Pressure B.B. removal tool (YC-25BB-90R8)
**TOOL KIT**

**YC-748**
BIKE HAND Advanced Mechanic Tool Kit, including 33 items:
- Chain scrubber (YC-791)
- Freewheel turner (YC-501A)
- Cable cutter (YC-627)
- Chain ring nut wrench (YC-271)
- Chain scrubber (YC-790)
- Hub cone spanner 13/14/15/16/17/18/19mm (YC-658-13-19)
- Adjustable chain remover (YC-8425C)
- Tire lever set of 3 pieces (YC-411)
- Crank puller (YC-215C3)
- Spoke wrench 0.127“-0.3mm (YC-18-1)
- Spoke wrench 0.130“-0.3mm (YC-18-2)
- Spoke wrench 0.135“-0.35mm (YC-18-3)
- Pedal remover (YC-156A)
- Cartridge 5.5 tool (YC-2038B-2A)
- Bottom bracket wrench (YC-P88)
- Dust cap wrench (YC-27)
- Grease
- 8mm/10mm spanner (YC-151-8-10mm)
- 12mm/14mm spanner (YC-151-12-14mm)
- Patch kit (YC-12X)
- Chain wear indicator (YC-503)
- 8-notch cartridge B.B. (YC-2BB)
- Freewheel remover (YC-262A)
- Headset wrench 30/32/36/40mm (YC-153/2pcs)
- Ball-end hex key wrench 1.5/2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8/10mm (YC-623)
- Flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-611)
- YC-125

**YC-758**
BIKE HAND Advanced Mechanic Tool Kit, updated including 33 items:
- Chain scrubber (YC-790)
- Hub cone spanner 13/14/15/16/17/18/19mm (YC-658-13-19)
- Adjustable chain remover (YC-8425C)
- Freewheel remover (YC-126-2A3)
- Freewheel turner/Pedal wrench (YC-515)
- Chain ring nut wrench (YC-271-3)
- Spoke wrench 0.127“-0.3mm (YC-18-1)
- Spoke wrench 0.130“-0.3mm (YC-18-2)
- Spoke wrench 0.135“-0.35mm (YC-18-3)
- Flat/Phillips screwdriver (YC-611)
- Flat screwdriver (YC-612)
- Master link tool (YC-2038C)
- Cable cutter (YC-767-3K)
- Dust cap wrench (YC-27)
- Ball-end hex key wrench 1.5/2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8/10mm (YC-623-3K)
- Chain wear indicator (YC-503)
- Bottom bracket wrench, for Hollowtech II/BB8, BB86 and FSA Mega EVO (YC-842B)
- Patch kit (YC-12X)
- Chain puller (YC-27B)
- Cartridge 5.5 tool (YC-2038B-2A)
- Dual Functions wrench (YC-172)
- Metal tire lever, length : 202mm (YC-3125) (2pcs)
- T25
- T20
- T15

**TOURQUE WRENCH**

**YC-617W**
1/2” Torque Wrench (42-210NM)

**YC-617W-2**
1/4” Torque Wrench (5-25NM)

**YC-617**
1/2” Torque Wrench (28-210NM)

**YC-617-2**
1/4” Torque Wrench (2-24NM)

**YC-637**
Essential torque wrench 1/4”, driver, range: 2-10NM

**YC-637+BTS**
Essential torque wrench 1/4”, driver, range: 2-10NM
Bits: 2/2.5/3/4.5/6/8/9mm/Phillips/T10/T25

**YC-636**
Torque Wrench Kit
BIKE HAND new design torque wrench features easy operation and portability. It is designed for checking and tightening the belts on frame and components at the safe value. 1/4” driver, Range: 2-10NM
Bits: 2/2.5/3/4.5/6/8/9mm/Phillips/T10/T25
**TORQUE WRENCH**

**YC-627-RS**
Digital Torque wrench
1/4" drive
Range: 200-2000 in-lb (2-220N\*m)
Bits: 2.5/3/4.5/6/8/10/12/14/17/19/22/25/27/30, 1/4" socket extension, 1/4" bit adapter

**YC-627**
1/4" Digital Torque Set
1/4" drive
Range: 25-250 in-lb (0.3-3.4N\*m)
Bits: 3/4/5/6/8/10mm/T25/T30/PH2/5mm-L, 3/8" adapter, Length 245mm

**YC-617WD-2**
1/4" torque wrench set
1-25NM
3/4/5/6/8/10mm/T15/T20/T25/T27/T30/T40/PN/T55
1/4" socket extension / 6mm-L

**YC-617-2S5**
1/4" Torque Set
2-24NM 3/4/5/6/8/10mm T20/T25/T30/5mm-L

**YC-617-2SW / YC-617-2SW8 / YC-617-2SW10**
1/8/10mm wrench adapter
It is used with 1/4" drive torque wrench to check and set the brake hose connecting bolt to the correct amount, thickness: 4mm

**YC-617-25T**
Torque Wrench Set
1/4" Torque set
2-24NM
3/4/5/6/8/10mm/T20/T25/T30/4mm-L/5mm-L
It's an updated design for setting up the torque value securely by tightening the bottom screw

**YC-S16**
Axle vise
Insert the axle into proper size and use with bench vise to prevent the axle from turning around.

**YC-732 TOP SET**
M3 x 0.5P, M5 x 0.8P, M6 x 1.0P, M10 x 1.5P, 1/2" x 20 TPI RH

**YC-507**
Frame & Fork Adjustment Tool
For expanding and narrowing steel forks and chainstays.
Size: 80mm - 160mm

**YC-508**
Rear Dropout Adjustment Tool
For rim size: 24" to 29"

**YC-509**
Wheel Centering Gauge.
For rim size: 24" to 29"

**YC-S12NB**
Wheel Truing Stand
For wheel from 16" - 29"

**YC-S12NC-CG**
Center Gauge for YC-S12NB
For reset the center of the wheel truing stand.
YC-323
Chain Rivet Extractor
It is a mini chain tool with comfortable handle and suitable for UG & HG use.

SL-326A
Chain Rivet Extractor

SL-326L
Chain Rivet Extractor
Made of steel
4/5/6mm hex key wrench

SL-326G
Chain Rivet Extractor

YC-329
Chain Rivet Extractor
For UG, HG, Alpha, 410,4108 chain

YC-327
Chain Rivet Extractor
Made of steel, CP finish.

YC-326
Chain Rivet Extractor
It fits all 7,8,9,10 and 11 speeds and HG, UG, IG chains. Comfortable handle design.

YC-324SC
Chain Rivet Extractor
It's suitable for UG, HG, 3/16" & 3/8" BMX/Freestyle chain and compatible with all chains including 7,8,9,10 and 11 speeds Shimano and Campagnolo chains.

YC-331
Chain Rivet Extractor
8/9/10 mm spanner

YC-325P2
Chain Rivet Extractor
It suits for 7,8,9,10 and 11 speeds HG,UG,IG chain and come with one extra removing pin.
YC-005-P
Pin.

YC-325SC
Chain Rivet Extractor
It designed for installation and removal of all chains including 7,8,9,10 and 11 speeds Shimano and Campagnolo chains. It also includes chain hook and extra hook.

YC-328
Folding Chain Rivet Extractor
It designed to use on all chains including 7,8,9,10 and 11 speeds Shimano and Campagnolo chains. It's small and easy operation and features 8/9/10mm wrench and 8/9/10mm spoke wrench, 8mm Mavic spoke wrench and includes extra pin.

YC-285
Chain Rivet Extractor
4/5/6mm Allen key, Phillips screwdriver.

YC-333
Chain Rivet Extractor
14G/15G spoke wrench
8mm/9mm/10mm spanner,
2 line lever and one replaced pin.
**CHAIN TOOL**

**YC-396**
Ultimate Chain Rivet Extractor
This is BIKE HAND new chain tool for all chains including 7,8,9,10 and 11 speeds Shimano and Campagnolo chains. It combines with master link tool both open and close chain hooks. With long thread which provides strong power. Excellent design and easy operation.

**YC-503**
Chain Wear Indicator
A worn chain shifts poorly and wears sprockets at an accelerated rate. 0.75% and 1%, the points at which chain experts suggest replacement.

**YC-335C0**
Multipurpose Master Link Tool
Advanced tool for both open and close the master link. For 8,9,10,11 speeds.

**YC-335C**
Master Link Opener
It allows 8,9,10 and 11 speeds derailleur chain to be removed from a master link.

**YC-335C0-S**
Mini Master Link tool
Multipurpose master link tool for both open and close. For 8-11 speeds chain. With tiny magnets can attach the spare master link. Small but remains strong design for travel use.

**YC-207**
Chain Hook
It can fix the chain when assemble it.

**TIRE LEVER**

**YC-305D**
Tire Lever Set
Plastic-metal boasting, 3 pieces 1 set
This is the new tire lever set which keep the advantage of strong steel and also covered with plastic part to prevent the rim from damage.

**YC-308**
Tire Lever Set, 8 pcs of 1 set
2 sides reinforced metal core for remove different tires even the heavy-duty tires. It’s small and portable.
Length: 10cm 2pcs of 1 set

**YC-3123**
Tire Lever Set
Long type, 2 pieces

**YC-3125**
Tire Lever
The excellent design combines plastic and steel. 2 sides tire lever for better function.
Length: 202mm

**YC-3126**
Tire Clamp
The clamp is a outstanding design for install heavy-duty tire.

**YC-313**
Tire Lever Set
Made of steel, cp finish 3 pcs of 1 set

**YC-311**
Tire Lever Set
In red, black, green, blue and yellow. (8 pieces)
**DISC BRAKE TOOL**

- **YC-192** Disc Brake Centering Adaptor
  Simple, convenient, and fast way to install disc brake accurately.

- **YC-168** Disc Mount Facing Tool

- **YC-193** Brake Pad Installation Tool
  For install the brake pad easily and accurately.

- **YC-169-17** Hydraulic Disc Brake Tool
  It's design to open piston by pushing the brake pads apart. Small and portable type.

- **YC-169** Hydraulic Disc Brake Tool
  Use for regular and oversized headset bearing cup.

- **YC-107** Headset Press-In Tool
  Use for regular and oversized headset bearing cup.

- **YC-107-B** B.B. Press-In Tool
  Use for regular BB bearing, BMX, MTB & ATB.

- **YC-165** Rotor Flattening Tool

- **YC-107F** Economical Head Cup Press
  It makes the head cup installation easily. For all sizes of head cup and one-piece bottom bracket cups.

- **YC-167** Bottom Bracket Facing Tool

**FORK & HEAD TUBE TOOL**

- **YC-1859** Crown Race Remover
  Range: 25.4-28.6mm

- **YC-1858-22** Press-fit BB Removal Tool
  For Shimano press-fit BB bearing removal use, internal diameter 24mm-30mm

- **YC-1858M**
  Size: 28.6mm

- **YC-1858S**
  Size: 25.4mm

- **YC-1858-22** Press-fit BB Removal Tool
  For Shimano press-fit BB bearing removal use, internal diameter 24mm-30mm

- **YC-1860-12**
  Crown Race Setting Tool
  For 1", 1 1/8", 1.5".

- **YC-1860-3S**
  Crown Race Setting Tool
  It is a universal Setting Tool with 1" and 1 1/8" inserts

- **YC-1860**
  Crown Race Setting Tool
  It is a universal Setting Tool with 1" and 1 1/8" inserts

- **YC-1122W**
  Oversized Adjustable Saw Guide
  It can be used on 25.4 / 28.6 / 31.8mm threadless fork and 21.5 mm handlebar. Shop quality.

- **YC-112**
  Saw Guide Set
  It can be used on 25.4 / 28.6 / 31.8mm threadless fork and 21.5 mm handlebar. Shop quality.

- **YC-128**
  Hacksaw
  All aluminum cast frame construction and blade tensions adjuster. Accepts 12" (300mm) hacksaw blade.
**YC-262**
Folding Tool
2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8mm/flat/Phillips screwdriver

**YC-263-RD**

**YC-263-BK**

**YC-264-YE**

**YC-283**
All Function Folding Tool
2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8 mm hex key wrench, flat / Phillips screwdriver, T25 wrench, tire lever, 3.2/3.3/3.5 and Mavic spoke wrench, 8mm/9mm/10mm wrench.

**YC-290**
All Function Folding Tool
2/2.5/3/4/6/8 mm hex key wrench, flat / Phillips screwdriver, T25 wrench, tire lever, chain rivet extractor, 3.2/3.3/3.5 and Mavic spoke wrench, 8mm/9mm/10mm wrench and 15mm wrench.

**YC-261**
Folding tool
3/4/5/6/8mm/flat/Phillips screwdriver, speculum plating, aluminum CP case

**YC-261BK**
Folding tool
3/4/5/6/8mm/flat/Phillips screwdriver, speculum plating, aluminum black case

**YC-145**
Two-way hex wrench kit
2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8mm/T10/T25/PH2

**YC-803**
Tool Kit Set
Includes: multi-purpose folding tool (YC-280KE), tire lever, six gluey patches, sandpaper and saddlebag

**YC-260-2T**
Folding tool
3/4/5/6/8mm/T25/T30 Aluminum silver case

**YC-262-2T**
Folding tool
2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8mm/T25/T30/ flat screwdriver

**YC-287TS-H8**
2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8/T10/T15/ T20/T25/T30/Phillips/ chain rivet extractor

**YC-279DFB-123**
Tool Bag
2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8mm hex key wrench, flat/Phillips screwdriver, 8/9/10mm sockets, 13/15mm spanner, knife, 3.5mm spoke wrench, patch kit, tire lever.
**FOLDING TOOL**

**YC-146**
Ratchet Wrench Kit
Bits: 2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8/Phillips/T10/T25
With extender for better torque

**YC-147A**
Ratchet Wrench and Torque Wrench Kit
Bits: 2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8/Phillips/T10/T25
With extender for better torque and 2/4" mini torque wrench, 2-10NM

**YC-147**
Ratchet Wrench and Chain Tool Kit
Bits: 2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8/Phillips/T10/T25,
Chain rivet extractor for multi speeds chain use
With extender for better torque

**YC-147B**
Ratchet Wrench and Tire Lever Kit
Bits: 2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8/Phillips/T10/T25
With extender for better torque and 2 pcs tire levers

**YC-147BP**
Ratchet Wrench and Chain Tool Kit
Bits: 2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8/Phillips/T10/T25
Chain rivet extractor for multi speeds chain use, with extender for better torque, mini box case

**WRENCHES**

**YC-623-9C**
8 colors hex key wrench set
1/2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8/10mm ball-end hex key wrench.

**YC-613-6C**
6 colors hex key wrench set
2/2.5/3/4/5/6mm hex key wrench

**YC-623**
1/2/2.5/3/4/5/6/8/10mm ball-end hex key wrench

**YC-613**
2/2.5/3/4/5/6mm hex key wrench

**YC-TPHB-T25**
Hex Wrench Set
2,2.5,3,4,5,6,8,725mm

**YC-TPHB-10**
Hex Wrench Set
2,2.5,3,4,5,6,8,10mm

**YC-633 long type**
T20/T25/T25/T25/T25/T25/T30/T40/T45/T50

**YC-633 short type**
T25/T25/T25/T25/T25/T25/T30/T40/T45/T50

**YC-2-10TPHB /T25/T30**
Hex Wrench Set 2mm ~ 10mm, T25, T30
Ball-type hex wrench and the T-handles are ergonomic perfection for comfortable use.
The hex wrench set includes 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10mm, T25, T30 sizes.
**WRENCHES**

**YC-658**
Hub Cone Spanner
13/14/15/16/17/18/19/20/21/22/24/25MM
Sets of 6
Length: 297mm

**YC-669-30/32C/36B/40A**
Headset Wrench
30/32/36/40MM
Length: 275mm

**YC-658-15S**
15mm Spanner
Length: 167mm
Far hub use

**YC-1305**
Portable Wrench
Stainless steel
32mm for headset use, 8/10/12/13/14/15mm wrench

**YC-268L-J**
Hex Key Wrench Set
2/3/4/5/6/7mm

**YC-266L-J**
Hex Key Wrench
5/8MM Hex Key Wrench

**YC-58N**
Phillips/Flat Wrench

**YC-2300-BK**
16-Way Spanner
7/8/9/10/11/12/13/14/15/16/17/18/19/20/21/22/23/24/25MM

**YC-1301-BK**
8/12/14/15/32 mm Spanner

**YC-256**
Hub Cone Spanner
13/14/15/17mm

**YC-767**
Cable Cutter
Use for all bike cable, outer casing, cut without fraying

**YC-5210**
10mm hex key wrench, 3/8" adaptor

**YC-766**
Inner Wire Plier

**YC-768**
Cable Cutter

---

**CLEANING BRUSH**

**YC-761**
Hydraulic Disc Brake Hoses Cutter
It’s a small and compact design for cutting the brake hoses.

**YC-786**
Apron

**YC-786L**
Apron, large

**YC-791**
Chain Scrubber
Pat 202075
2 steps cleaning process with large reservoir and rotating bristles

**YC-792BP**
Bike Cleaning Brush

**YC-792AP**
Bike Cleaning Brush

**YC-797**
Bike Cleaning Brush

**YC-798**
Bike Cleaning Brush Set